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About This Game

During a mission your spaceship encounters an unknown anomaly and all systems fail. You have to balance the energy in order
to get them running again and to get home safely.

Energy Balance is a number puzzle. You have to swap power units in such a way that their sums form correct chains both
vertically and horizontally. The game is easy to learn, but very hard to master. So, are you ready to peep under the hood of an

alien spaceship?
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Title: Energy Balance
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sometimes You
Publisher:
Sometimes You
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: 2.4 Ghz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Dedicated Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 320 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian,Polish,Turkish,French,Italian,Czech,German
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It looks nice. But other than that really not fun. I really don't like the puzzles (which may be subjective).. 9000\/10 would chung
lee again
. Well thought out design, easy to learn hard to master. Probably the best game on World War II in its entirety. Based on history
it definitely gives you the option to conduct your campaign how you want, from research to upgrades to reinforcement to what
units you build. I played through once using the manual and was ready to take on the world. I am a veteran gamer from the days
of Avalon Hill board games and this game is definitely a winner. Certainly not as complex of say Grigsby's monsters but totally
engrossing. One of those games you look up after 4 or 5 hours and think holy cow where did the time go.. Best. Game. Ever.. A
family friendly Huniepop!

TL;DR: Game good, Play if want chill time fun

This game is a fun little game to play in your spare time. Do you like solving puzzels and want a wholesome game/story out of
it? Do you like granting wishes being the master of wishes?? If you answered yes, maybe or are confused; then my friend THIS
GAME IS FOR YOU!

Some concerns:

1) Regarding the "Weird Spawn" reviews that I've read, the game seems to know when you make a false move and it helps by
spawning in the token(s) at the precise location that might help you to win if you strategize correctly and will continue to do so
whenever a false move is made.

2) The weird "L-shaped" tokens at an ending of a stage which make victory be so close yet so far. During my play of the game I
too encountered this problem to eventually find out that it's not actually a problem. The game makes you use your mind
throughout the stage. During the final few pieces (tokens) of the stage, be cautious on how you position said tokens. It is part of
the stratagy hence being part of the gameplay experience #RageIncluded.
. This game is amazing.. Raider rework is good yes kill me pls. Disappointing. Party Hard was my fave game. Got this because
of the title in the same series.. Love it!

Great in VR, wheel works great. Definitely happy. Hoping to get mods from workshop in the future. Looking forward to racing
in it with my friends again.. Like a lot of other reviews already, I've had the date of this game circled on my calendar ever since
it was announced.

If you haven't bought this game, it's exactly what you'd expect of a Spiderweb Software title: very deep story and great gameplay
with old-school isometric graphics.

If you've never played a Spiderweb Software title, and this game looks interesting to you, try it out. Maybe even download the
demo from the developer's website. This game is the deepest of the three in the Avernum trilogy, and the world is absolutely
huge. If you like it, I'd recommend playing the trilogy in order.

I'm three hours in, but this is shaping up to be one of my favorite games of all time.
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I honestly dont remember getting this game but i decided to play it, and honestly terrible with really wack controls.. 2/10. 30fps
lock, overall unplayable crap game, first refund request after 1000+ games. thx!. great addon. Well, this review is open to
change provided they patch this as there are so many bugs in the later stages of the asylum it's impossible to progress, it should
have been clearly stated this is an unfinished product. You would think that after more than Five Years of delays, false starts and
promises that if we would just "Stick with them" we would have an actual working product. That being said this has a very
strong opening act but goes rapidly down hill once you get through the gates and not just because of the bugs. It would seem that
the production crew didn't actually talk to each other as the clues and narative become very inconsistent and solutions are so
obscure that you will be hitting the Hint button very often to find out exactly what you are supposed to be doing. The script is
badly written in places and completely misleading in others, the progress is slow and boring, key texts that you need just come in
blank and on and on. The overall feeling I get with this game is that GOBLINZ just gave up on it and are hoping for the best.
We simply deserve better after all our support and waiting. I will keep checking back in the weeks ahead to see what happens..
It's an okay game. For the price it could be worth it if you want to spend a couple of minutes solving puzzles, but don't expect
any real challenge.

It took me 29 minutes to complete the 66 puzzles included in the game, which means less than 30 seconds per puzzle. The
game's concept is good, but the puzzle design could definitely be improved to make it more difficult. Also, I'm sure there could
have been a way to add more progression in the game, like adding different challenges and concepts with colors and stuff.

If you want to spend 30 minutes on simple puzzles, the price isn't too high so you can give it a try, but if you're looking for a
challenge you won't find it here.. Cute loli nekos 11/10 <3
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